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Beyond Our Walls
Update on Capital Campaign

When we began this
project, we made a
couple of financial
commitments.
First, we would not
add to our existing
debt.

What’s Been Accomplished?
The vision for the Beyond Our Walls capital campaign had two phases. The first phase
is now (largely) complete (except for a few, minor, finishing details that are being
addressed). This phase included:
• Renovation of the Youth area
• Adding a raised walkway to accommodate an additional classroom for the
Children’s wing
• Additional storage for Children’s wing
• Installation of a professional grade playground
• Expansion of our foyer, with the addition of a coffee bar
• Land preparation for future Life Enrichment Center
• Installation of irrigation system for new green space, and repairing existing zones

Second, we would
complete only what
our pledged and
collected funds
allowed us to do.

As indicated when we began this first phase, all of the above cost just below $500,000.

Additional Improvements Funded From Initial Building Fund (see back page)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extension of retaining wall to accommodate future building
Upgraded security system for building
Steps connecting upper and lower parking lots (along with extending sidewalk)
Installation of additional exterior lights, and upgraded existing ones
Upgraded sound system
Painted foyer and exterior of building
Replaced foyer roof
Grounds improvement

We’ve paid cash for
all work done to
date. God is Faithful!
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Status of the Capital Campaign
Cost of entire project—$2 million

• 2A: Renovations of current facilities—$500,000
• 2B: Life Enrichment Center—$1.5 million

Building Fund—$319,331

• Reserved for Repairs: $100,000
• Debt Covenant Reserve: $75,000
• Given to Project: $144,331

Campaign particulars

• Pledged amount: $1,108,729
• Collected to date: $639,323
(includes contributions from those who did not
pledge)
• Uncollected to date: $479,719

Total Expenditures: $597,071
Current Balance: $186,583

• Collected Funds + $144,331
• Minus Total Expenditures

Uncollected pledges: $478,875
Total potential pledge collections: $666,302

Based on the current status of the capital
campaign, we are at a decision point.
Obviously, since our initial pledge was
$1,108,729, we would not be able to
complete both phases of the proposed
construction, and keep our financial
commitment of no additional debt—a
principle to which we still are committed. So,
what do we do?
Below, we lay out a few options. Once we
collect all the pledged funds, we will have a
balance of $666,302—not enough to build the
proposed building. But, it affords us some
exciting possibilities.

Possible Steps Forward
Reduce Debt
The total potential
collected pledges of
$666,302 could be applied
to our existing debt,
reducing it from
$1,290,925 to $624,623.
This puts us in a position
for two good outcomes: (1)
our monthly payment
could be reduced, or (2)
the note could be payed
off in 3 yrs.

Reduce Debt & More
Improvements

Reduce Scope &
Extend Campaign

Some of the collected
funds could be used to
make additional
improvements to our
facilities. For example,
along with reducing debt,
we could replace our aging
sign, install stairs from the
lower parking lot to the
upper building, create a
better welcome center, etc.

The scope of the proposed
building could be reduced
from a $1.5 million to a $1
million structure (see
renderings). This would
entail extending the capital
campaign to raise the
additional $333,698 for
such a structure. We’d need
to act quickly since building
costs continue to rise.

Hold Funds For
Future
The remaining money
could simply be placed in
a building fund and held
for future use. Periodically,
we could add to these
funds until we had enough
to build the initiallyproposed structure or a
modified one.

Whatever We Decide…We Do Together!
LOVE. CHANGE. TOGETHER. IN CHRIST
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Initially-proposed rendering, which included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expanded foyer
Enclosed raised walkway from Children’s wing to foyer
Fully-equipped, commercial-grade kitchen
Floor-to-ceiling, movable partitions to segment room for classes
Grand, curved stairway from lower to parking lot to upper building
Total projected cost: $1.5 million—this figure was confirmed
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Revised rendering, which includes:
• Only the structure for movable partitions will be installed; partitions to be purchased and
installed at a later date
• A more moderate staircase connecting lower parking lot to upper building
• External of building not masonry, but a different, durable material
• Total projected cost: $1 million—this figure was confirmed

Some Explanations
Realizing that our capital campaign pledges were
not sufficient to construct the proposed Life
Enrichment Center, we investigated how we might
reduce the cost, while at the same time create space
for adult classrooms, banquets, and other special
gatherings.
The revised drawing to the right is the result. As
stated, this building will cost $1 million. This is more
than our capital campaign pledges, but gives us the
option of attempting to raise the additional funds to
build it.
The fully-equipped commercial kitchen, expanded
foyer, and covered walkway from the Children’s wing
to the new foyer can be added later, if we so choose.
One caveat: building costs will continue to rise; the
projected cost of $1 million for the proposed
revision is based on today’s costs.

